
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: South Canterbury Racing Club 
Date: Friday, 8 October 2021 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead 4, upgraded to Good 3 following Race 3 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chair), N McIntyre, D Wadley 
Vet: D Williamson BVSc 
Typist: C McMullan 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Nil   

Fines: Race 3 

 
7 

B Murray WHIPPERSNAPPER 
Misconduct (striking horse in birdcage) [Rule 340] $350 
L Callaway MISS CHAPLIN 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $250 

Warnings: Race 2 
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J Laking AVITUS 
Unable to make contracted weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] 
K Williams LORD DARCI 
Shifting ground 350 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
K Chowdhoory LOVEBUG 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
T Newman SHE’S A SMASH HIT 
Shifting ground 900 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
G Jogoo  LOCKRAAR 
Shifting ground 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 1 
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KOPUTAROA 

Barrier manners warning 
IFITHAPPENSAGAIN 
Barrier manners warning 
LUX CUM AMORE 
To barrier trial prior to racing next 
FOUR BY FOUR 
Racing manners warning 

Follow Up: Nil   

Rider Changes: Race  1 ELIZABETH ROSE 
T Moseley replaced B Grylls (unavailable) 

  2 UGO 
L Callaway replaced B Grylls 

  2 
 
2 

SHEPHERD’S DELIGHT 
T Newman replaced D Johnson (unavailable) 
AVITUS 
C Campbell replaced J Laking (overweight) 

  4 VINO BELLA 
K Williams replaced B Grylls 



  4 SYNCHRONIZE 
S Wynne replaced D Johnson 

  5 FASHION SHOOT 
K Mudhoo replaced D Johnson 

  6 RADEGAST 
R Mudhoo replaced D Johnson 

  8 MR GHIBSON 
K Asano replaced D Johnson 

  8 ENOUGH SAID 
C Johnson replaced B Grylls 

  10 
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JIMINY CRICKET 
K Asano replaced B Grylls 
RAISE THE STANDARD 
T Moseley replaced J Lowry (transport difficulties) 

Late Scratchings: Race 3 
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VALLEY ROAD 
12.31pm Veterinary advice (at start) 
LUX CUM AMORE 
2.55pm Stewards direction (at barrier) 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Swabbing: TWIN SHOT, ROCA FUNDEEDA, LORD DARCI, SYNCHRONIZE, SECRET AMOUR, ROCKLAND, 
CASE STUDY, LADY MODENA, MOIRAS TOWN, VERMONT, TANTALEE 
 

 

GENERAL 

Due to changes in the Waikato Level 3 boundary, riders D Johnson and B Grylls were unable to attend today’s meeting 
and were replaced as per schedule above. 
As riders K Asano and T Newman were already in the South Island prior to the announcement of the border change 
they were allowed to take their declared rides. 
J Lowry was unable to attend today’s meeting due to transport difficulties and was replaced on his one ride as per 
schedule above. 
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Canterbury Jockey Club - Saturday 2 October 2021 
Race 11 - RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE (1600 metres) 
M Taylor (SAIGON HOT NIGHT) – After reviewing her recent rides, apprentice M Taylor was referred to the NZTR rider 
review panel for further assessment and assistance. 
 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 DAVE GRANT & NEIL KINGSTON SPRINT MAIDEN (1200m) 

KOPUTAROA (G Jogoo) - Proved very difficult to load with the connections advised that the gelding is now under a 
barrier manners warning. Had to be angled outwards across heels passing the 250 metres to find clear racing room. 
 
ASHVEGAS GIRL (T Comignaghi) - Slow to begin. 
 
VICTOR ROUGE (R Mudhoo) - Crowded at the start losing some ground. Got its head up when making the first bend 
awkwardly. Got its head up when being steadied after becoming awkwardly placed on heels passing the 450 metres. 
 
SHIBUYA KOSATEN (K Williams) - Crowded shortly after the start losing some ground. 



 
ELIZABETH ROSE (T Moseley) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
HELLO MARY LOU (K Asano) - Hung out making the final bend and was then briefly hampered when crowded by TWIN 
SHOT which lay out under pressure passing the 250 metres. 
 

Race 2 MACKENZIE SUPPLIES & IVAN WATT MAIDEN 1200 

AVITUS - As J Laking was .9 of a kilo over the carded weight for AVITUS, the connections opted to replace him with C 
Campbell. 
 
BELASARD (T Comignaghi) - Began awkwardly then lay in losing ground. 
 
SATELLITE (T Moseley) - Slow to begin. 
 
AERIAL BLUE (S Wynne) - Crowded shortly after the start. 
 
ZACAT (C Johnson) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
JUSTANACE (K Chowdhoory) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Hampered passing the 700 metres. 
 
AVITUS (C Campbell) - Awkwardly placed on heels passing the 700 metres shifting out hampering JUSTANACE which 
was dictated wider on the track. C Campbell advised that AVITUS had raced greenly throughout. 
 
J Laking (AVITUS) - Issued with a warning for being unable to make the contracted weight on AVITUS. 
 

Race 3 THE HANLEY FORMULA & CENTRAL FEEDS DASH MAIDEN (1200m) 

VALLEY ROAD (L Callaway) - Late scratched at 12.31 pm after rearing at the start and dislodging the rider then 
escaping riderless and crashing through an outside gate and escaping into the stabling area. After being eventually 
recaptured VALLEY ROAD underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  
The connections were advised that VALLEY ROAD is required to barrier trial prior to racing next. 
 
IFITHAPPENSAGAIN (K Asano) - Reared as the start was effected unbalancing the rider who lost the use of his inside 
iron, losing considerable ground and all chance. The connections were advised that IFITHAPPENSAGAIN is now under 
a barrier manners warning. 
 
SOLLEVAMI (T Comignaghi) - Slow to begin. 
 
SHEZA PRO (T Jonker) - Reared at the start losing ground. 
 
WHIPPERSNAPPER (B Murray) - Hampered when tiring passing the 350 metres. 
 
TOO SAVVY (C Johnson) - Raced wide without cover. 
 
KUDOS DE SOTHYS (D Bothamley) - Briefly held up passing the 200 metres. 
 
K Williams (LORD DARCI) - Issued with a warning after angling LORD DARCI outwards when not sufficiently clear of 
WHIPPERSNAPPER which was steadied near the 350 metres.  
 
B Murray (WHIPPERSNAPPER) - Admitted a breach of misconduct in that he struck WHIPPERSNAPPER forcefully on 
two occasions in the birdcage after the race. After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a fine of $350. 
 



K Williams (LORD DARCI) - Issued with a warning after angling LORD DARCI outwards when not sufficiently clear of 
WHIPPERSNAPPER which was steadied near the 350 metres. 
 

Race 4 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE (1200m) 

SOOO DUSTY (K Asano) - Slow to begin. Held up early in the run home only gaining clear racing room inside the final 
250 metres. 
 
AVAQUINELLA (R Cuneen) - Crowded shortly after the start losing some ground. Held up early in the run home only 
gaining clear racing room inside the final 200 metres. 
 
ROC MUSIC (J Laking) - Raced wide without cover in the early to middle stages. 
 
SYNCHRONIZE (S Wynne) - Placed in restricted room passing the 1000 metres having to be steadied. Held up early in 
the run home and near the 300 metres made firm contact with MISS HARLEY QUINN which lay inwards at this point 
with both runners being briefly unbalanced.  
 
MISS HARLEY QUINN (T Comignaghi) - Placed in restricted room having to be steadied near the 900 metres.  
 
JUSTABELLE (T Moseley) - Made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly having to be restrained to avoid heels. 
 
LOVEBUG (K Chowdhoory) - Raced in restricted room through the middle stages of the run home only gaining clear 
running passing the 150 metres. 
 
K Chowdhoory (LOVEBUG) - Issued with a warning after allowing LOVEBUG to shift in crowding SYNCHRONIZE which 
had to be steadied passing the 1000 metres. 
 
T Newman (SHE’S A SMASH HIT) - Issued with a warning after allowing SHE’S A SMASH HIT to shift in when not fully 
clear of LOVEBUG which was dictated inwards crowding MISS HARLEY QUINN which had to be briefly steadied passing 
the 900 metres. 
 
Following this race the track was Upgraded to Good 3. 
 

Race 5 EQUINE VETERINARY SERVICE & DUNSTAN FEEDS SPRINT (1200m) 

CELINE (T Jonker) - Began awkwardly losing ground. Held up for the majority of the run home only gaining clear racing 
room inside the final 100 metres. 
 
FASHION SHOOT (K Mudhoo) - Taken back from a wide draw to obtain cover. 
 
EASY ON THE EYE (K Asano) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
FIRST ROCK (S Toolooa) - Denied a marginal run early in the run home and was then held up for the remainder of the 
race going to the line untested by its rider. 
CELINE (T Jonker) - Slow to begin. 
 
WHERE’S WALLY (K Williams) - Held up near the 350 metres only obtaining clear racing passing the 150 metres. 
 
R Mudhoo (SECRET AMOUR) - Spoken to advisedly in regard to using his whip on a runner which is clearly winning. 
FIRST ROCK (S Toolooa) - Held up throughout the run home. 
 

Race 6 GERALDINE VILLAGE INN SPORTS BAR 1200 (1200m) 

RADEGAST (R Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 



 
PLAY THE FIELD (B May) - Slow to begin. Inconvenienced passing the 200 metres when having to be steadied away 
from heels of A LITTLE VAGUE.  
 
FASTMOSA (J Laking) - Made the bend by the 900 metres awkwardly having to be restrained away from heels. 
 
A LITTLE VAGUE (L Callaway) - Raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
CEDDY SMITH (K Chowdhoory) - Had to be steadied off heels passing the 900 metres when racing keenly. Had to be 
shifted outwards across heels passing the 350 metres. Lay in in the run home.   
 
OPHELIA ROSE (S Toolooa) - Rider accidentally dropped his whip passing the 250 metres. 
 
SELFIE (K Asano) - Stewards questioned rider K Asano in regard to his apparent lack of vigour particularly early in the 
run home. K Asano explained he had been pushed wider on the turn when runners to his inside improved and that he 
felt at that point SELFIE had not been travelling particularly well so instead elected to shift back in behind runners 
passing the 300 metres and pressuring his mount from this point he had only battled over the concluding stages. 
Stewards noted K Asano’s comments. 
 

Race 7 JOHNNY WALSH 1600 MAIDEN (1600m) 

LUX CUM AMORE (T Comignaghi) - Late scratched at 2.55 pm on Stewards direction after refusing to load. The 
connections were advised that LUX CUM AMORE must barrier trial prior to racing next, with trainer J Blackadder 
advising it was now his intention to retire the gelding from his stable as a racing proposition. 
 
BITOFUN (C Campbell) - Slow to begin. 
 
COFFERS (S Wynne) - Began awkwardly. 
 
LOCKRAAR (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
HOUSE OF CARDS (T Moseley) - Raced wide in the early stages. Hampered and forced wider passing the 400 metres 
when LOCKRAAR (G Jogoo) shifted out when not sufficiently clear. 
 
FOUR BY FOUR (T Jonker) - Made the first bend awkwardly shifting wider on the track and was then obliged to race 
wide throughout. Again, made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly shifting wider on the track. The connections 
were advised that FOUR BY FOUR would be placed on a racing manners warning. 
 
NO RIGMAROLE (K Mudhoo) - Held up early in the run home having to shift ground inwards passing the 300 metres to 
find clear racing room. 
 
CASE STUDY (K Asano) - Forced wider on the bend near the 400 metres. Lay in throughout the run home. 
 
G Jogoo (LOCKRAAR) – Issued with a warning in that he permitted LOCKRAAR to shift out when not sufficiently clear 
of HOUSE OF CARDS and CASE STUDY which were both forced over extra ground passing the 400 metres. 
 
L Callaway (MISS CHAPLIN) - Admitted a charge in that he struck his mount MISS CHAPLIN 6 times prior to the 100 
metre mark. After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a fine of $250. 
 

Race 8 TEMUKA SEED MILE MAIDEN 1600  

EULOGY SHOW (S Wynne) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 



MR GHIBSON (K Asano) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
ROWIN (J Laking) - Raced three wide without cover through the early to middle stages. 
 
EISENHOWER (B May) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
CARISBROOK (C Campbell) - Had some difficulty obtaining clear running early in the run home. 
 
SORISSO (T Comignaghi) - The saddle slipped back during the running placing the rider at some disadvantage. 
 

Race 9 CENTRAL SI OWNERS & TRAINERS 1600 

TOP GHIA (B Murray) - Slow to begin. 
 
WESTERN GIRL (K Asano) - Slow to begin. 
 
HE’S TUNZA GRUNT (S Toolooa) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground.  
 
TAVILIGHT (K Chowdhoory) - Began to over race passing the 1200 metres having to be restrained to avoid heels 
passing the 1100 metres inconveniencing RAISE YA CARDS as a result. Continued to race keenly through the middle 
stages.  
 
RAISE YA CARDS (C Campbell) - Inconvenienced passing the 1100 metres. Passing the 150 metres had to be steadied 
when a marginal run in front closed. 
 
VEE TWELVE (M Gestain) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
MOIRAS TOWN (T Moseley) - Held up in the middle stages of the run home and when taking a run passing the 200 
metres was taken in by BURNVUE onto LINEDANCEKING which had to be steadied. 
 
JIMMY WHO (L Callaway) - Held up early in the run home and near the 200 metres had to be restrained to avoid the 
heels of LINEDANCEKING which had been shifted inwards. 
 
VAGUE (B May) - Crowded when tiring passing the 150 metres. 
 
B Murray (TOP GHIA) was spoken to regarding use of the whip on a runner out of contention. 
 

Race 10 SANDY & DOUG KELMAN STAYERS (2200m) 

SLAMMER (C Campbell) - Slow to begin. 
 
JIMINY CRICKET (K Asano) - Slow to begin. Held up early in the run home. 
 
VOLVIK (K Williams) - Raced three wide without cover through the early stages before being taken forward to sit 
outside the leader passing the 1400 metres. Rider reported she had to work hard in the early stages to sit outside the 
leader but the mare would take natural benefit from today's first up run. 
 
HEY MICKEY (T Comignaghi) - Over raced in the early and middle stages before being allowed to stride forward down 
the back straight to sit outside the leader. 
 
FIVE PRINCES (L Callaway) - Placed in restricted room passing the 300 metres when OCEANS AWAY lay outwards 
under pressure. 
 



B Murray (OCEANS AWAY) - Spoken to advisedly in regard to his whip use on a runner out of contention. 
 

Race 11 GERRY RUSH MEMORIAL MAIDEN (2200m) 

KENKI (B Murray) - Slow to begin. 
 
TANTALEE (R Mudhoo) - Raced wide in the early stages. 
 
CHOICE MOMENT (K Asano) - Raced wide in the early stages. 
 
TAKEITEASY (D Bothamley) - Over raced in the early stages. Dictated wide first bend. Held up from the 600 metres by 
tiring runners gaining clear racing room passing the 400 metres. 
 
AINE BEAG (K Kwo) – Over raced in the early stages. Made the first bend awkwardly shifting wider on the track. 
 
KHANT REID (M Gestain) - Made the first bend awkwardly shifting up the track dictating TAKEITEASY wider into the 
first bend. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


